DISASTER MANAGEMENT

“The E-Surge Kit is Perfect for Disaster Preparedness or Mass Casualty Incidents”

The E-Surge Kit is a complete system for medical emergencies in the hospital and in the field. The devices are organized for rapid deployment and are a force multiplier for the triage of patients in emergency situations. It uses a single gas source for multiple devices.

E-SURGE KIT
ES-4070

E-VENT CASE
EV-4060

FLOWMETER

VAR MONITOR VM-3500

VAR PCM-5011

Accessories Included
- 6 ea VAR® (Model PCM-5011)
- 4 ea VAR®-Monitor
- 4 ea Oxygen flowmeter (0-70 LPM)
- 1 ea Multi-outlet manifold
- 1 ea 20’ Heavy duty oxygen hose
- 1 ea Water tight carrying case
- 10 ea HME filters

Product Features
- Highly visible storage case (orange)
- Air & water tight seal
- Heavy duty 20’ O2 hose (non-conductive)
- Pressure gauge & regulator with auto shut off
- DISS fitting (male)

Target Population
- Emergency backup for ventilator surge
- Infection control
- Bio medical services
- Disaster preparedness MCI (Mass casualty incident)
- Back feed ICU oxygen system @ 50 psig from “K” cylinder

SAVING LIVES SIMPLY